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AstrAl  
 surfAces™

 Excelsior Wood Wool Acoustical Solutions

AstrAl surfAces™ believes that prosaic building  

materials can be made both beautiful and versatile.  

We believe that advanced technology can be fused with 

traditional materials to create something new. 

We believe in the MAYA principle. The Most Advanced,  

Yet Acceptable design should be the norm, not the 

exception. Astral Surfaces Excelsior wood wool is sound 

absorbing and reduces echo. Excelsior wall panels and 

tile are environmentally friendly, and recyclable. They are 

manufactured from a unique combination of wood wool,  

water and cement.

Using our unique modular system, you can combine panels 

and tile, offering the ability to create unlimited designs.  

Let your imagination run free. Available in natural wood color 

or in any Sherwin Williams™ color.

www.astralsurfaces.co

Anti Mold: Highly resistant to mold growth

colors: Natural or Painted (to match any Sherwin Williams™ color)

composition: Wood wool, H20, concrete

edges: Beveled or Square

eco friendly

fire resistant: Class A, meets ASTM E84

formats: Circles, Hexagons, Parallelograms, Panels, Restangles, Squares, Trapezoid, Triangles

Gauge: 1” or 2” 

light reflectance: Unpainted 60%, Primed white 70%

Made in the usA

Modular design, follow your vision to create beautiful noise deadening art

Moisture resistant 

Nrc: ASTM C423-A, 

1” Gauge Averages Nrc — 0.45 (direct mounting, no airspace) 

2” Gauge Averages Nrc — 0.75 (direct mounting, no airspace)

reduces echo and sound reflection making ASTRAL SURfACES™ Excelsior Sound absorbing 

surface: Smooth or grooved

VOc: Meets CDPH 01350 standards

Weight: 1” = 2lbs per ft, 2” = 4lbs per ft

Applications: Civic, Corporate, Higher ED, Hospitality, K–12, Retail, sports, 

ASTRAL SURfACES™ is a division of Allstate Rubber.
www.astralsurfaces.co
hello@astralsurfaces.com
Phone: 1.718.526.7890
All terms & specifications are subject to change without notice

AstrAl surfAces™ excelsior Wood Wool tech Info:

www.astralsurfaces.co

Nature and you  
working hand-in-hand  
creating beautiful  
and quiet spaces
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Panel Size 24" x 48"

Texture Detail

Horizontal

Diagonal Left

Pin Stripes

Diagonal Right

Checkerboard

Criss Cross

Half Diamond

Double Diamond

Semicircle

Track


